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Summary

QUESTIONS UNDER STUDY: To improve the response
of deteriorating patients during their hospital stay, the
University Hospital Bern has introduced a Medical Emer-
gency Team (MET). Aim of this retrospective cohort study
is to review the preceding factors, patient characteristics,
process parameters and their correlation to patient out-
comes of MET calls since the introduction of the team.
METHODS: Data on patient characteristics, parameters re-
lated to MET activation and intervention and patient out-
comes were evaluated. A Vital Sign Score (VSS), which is
defined as the sum of the occurrence of each vital sign ab-
normalities, was calculated for all physiological parameters
pre MET event, during event and correlation with hospital
outcomes.
RESULTS: A total of 1,628 MET calls in 1,317 patients
occurred; 262 (19.9%) of patients with MET calls during
their hospital stay died. The VSS pre MET event (odds
ratio [OR] 1.78, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.50–2.13;
AUROC 0.63; all p <0.0001) and during the MET call
(OR 1.60, 95% CI 1.41–1.83; AUROC 0.62; all p <0.0001)
were significantly correlated to patient outcomes. A signi-
ficant increase in MET calls from 5.2 to 16.5 per 1000 hos-
pital admissions (p <0.0001) and a decrease in cardiac ar-
rest calls in the MET perimeter from 1.6 in 2008 to 0.8 per
1000 admissions was observed during the study period (p =
0.014).
CONCLUSIONS: The VSS is a significant predictor of
mortality in patients assessed by the MET. Increasing MET
utilisation coincided with a decrease in cardiac arrest calls
in the MET perimeter.

Abbreviations
AE Adverse event
AUROC Area under the receiver operator characteristic curve
CI Confidence interval
GCS Glasgow Coma Scale
ICU Intensive care unit
IMC Intermediate care unit
IQR Interquartile range
MET Medical emergency team
OR Odds ratio
RRS Rapid response system
VSS Vital sign score

Key words: Medical Emergency Team; rapid response
system; adverse events; cardiac arrest; quality
improvement strategy

Introduction

Adverse events (AE) leading to the deterioration of a pa-
tient’s condition, unplanned intensive care unit (ICU) ad-
mission, or unexpected deaths do occur on hospital wards
[1–3]. These events are often preceded by abnormalities in
vital sign parameters [4–6]. We can assume that the under-
lying physiological processes leading to AE are potentially
treatable in a majority of patients and that any intervention
will be more efficient if initiated as early as possible. Less
than optimal care in this setting is due to a failure to re-
cognise signs of organ dysfunction [7], delayed notification
to the appropriate medical decision makers [8] and subse-
quent failure to address a patient’s deteriorating condition
rapidly and adequately [9]. To improve the timely recogni-
tion of and response to the deterioration of patients during
their hospital stay, the introduction of a rapid response sys-
tem (RRS) has been recommended by health care quality
improvement organisations worldwide [10–12].
RRS consist of four different integrated components [13,
14]. The afferent limb of the system is comprised of a
systematic process that ensures early identification and as-
sessment of the deteriorating patient and a mechanism for
activating the response team. Most RRS use predefined
and objective triggering criteria (calling criteria), which
are based on neurological, respiratory and circulatory vital
signs that can be assessed easily and rapidly by the first
health care provider evaluating a patient at risk. The re-
sponse team is commonly referred to as the medical emer-
gency team (MET) and represents the efferent limb of the
RRS. The European Resuscitation Council summarises the
requirements of this team as follows: “…a designated out-
reach service or resuscitation team capable of responding
in a timely fashion to acute clinical crises identified by the
track and trigger system or other indicators. This service
must be available 24 hours per day. The team must include
staff with the appropriate acute or critical care skills [11].”
The evaluative and process improvement limb of the RRS
consists of a systematic, regular evaluation of MET events
on hospital wards. Quality improvement initiatives for sub-
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optimal care processes that are identified to be causative
factors for MET calls are then implemented. Finally, these
components of the RRS are overseen by organisational and
administrative structures which also ensure the coordina-
tion of on-going training of the team members and the con-
tinuous education of hospital staff regarding the rapid-re-
sponse process.
As the first tertiary care provider in Switzerland, the
University Hospital Bern (Inselspital) has introduced a
RRS based on a quality improvement initiative of the De-
partment of Intensive Care Medicine. The aim of this ret-
rospective cohort study is to review patient characteristics
and process parameters of MET calls since the introduction
of the team in October 2009 and to establish the prognostic
significance of antecedents of MET calls on patient out-
comes.

Methods

Patients and study design
This retrospective cohort study includes all patients who
were assessed by the MET between the introduction of the
team on 19 October 2009 and 31 December 2013.

Setting
The study was performed at the Department of Intensive
Care Medicine of the Bern University Hospital. The hos-
pital is a 960-bed tertiary care medical centre, in Bern,
Switzerland. The Department of Intensive Care Medicine
(ICU) is the sole provider of intensive care for adults at
the hospital. It currently operates a total of 51 intensive
care and intermediate care beds and is managed as a closed
unit, handling all types of medical, surgical and trauma pa-
tients. The ICU operates with 24 hour intensivist coverage
in three shifts; a minimum of two board certified intensive
care staff specialists are present at any given time.

Medical Emergency Team
The MET is staffed by the ICU and consists of a staff spe-
cialist in intensive care and an accredited intensive care
nurse both of whom are available 24/7 everywhere on the
hospital campus with the exception of the emergency de-
partment and operating theatres. The MET members are
rostered for standard clinical shifts in their respective posi-
tions in the ICU and operate as MET only on an as-needed
basis. The MET equipment comprises a backpack with ad-
vanced airway management materials, a cardiac and res-
piratory monitor, a defibrillator and emergency drugs and
consumables. Any health care professional involved in the
treatment of patients throughout the hospital can alert the
MET using a standard set of calling criteria based upon
physiological changes which have been validated as ante-
cedents to a life threatening deterioration and/or cardiop-
ulmonary arrest (table 1) [6, 15]. The MET calling criteria
include, besides objective physiological parameters, a sub-
jective “concern” criterion. This represents a fall-back po-
sition for hospital staff if their concerns about the clinical
status of a patient do not fit the physiological MET criter-
ia but the patient’s condition is still considered critical, for
example in the event of the onset of chest pain or the oc-

currence of focal neurological deficits. The MET is alerted
via the hospital paging system; the call is answered by the
MET physician. The MET can be called for hospital inpa-
tients, outpatients, visitors or staff who meet any of the cri-
teria. Depending on the immediate urgency the MET can
be on scene within a maximum of 10 minutes. Whenev-
er possible, we require a doctor from the patient’s primary
care team to be present at a MET incident to get access
to vital information on the patient and to discuss treatment
options, as well as to ensure the implementation of the
MET management plan. It is the responsibility of the call-
ing health care provider to contact the treating physician
after they have called the MET to their ward. The organ-
isational and administrative structures of the MET system
are integrated in the Department of Intensive Care Medi-
cine and are overseen by a senior staff specialist and two
staff consultants who are responsible for regular evaluation
and quality improvement of the MET system as well as
the continuous education of hospital staff. All hospital de-
partments are contacted on a regular basis and information
material and educational sessions on MET use are offered.
Tuition is provided by an intensive care specialist on an an-
nual or biannual basis. The hospital also operates a “tradi-
tional” cardiac arrest team which is led by the Department
of Anaesthesiology. This team has a shorter response time
than the MET, and attends to all respiratory and circulat-
ory arrests. The MET is fully equipped for advanced cardi-
ac life support in the event of an arrest occurring during a
MET call; however, usually the cardiac arrest team is called
for additional assistance.

Study data
According to current guidelines [16] data on MET events is
routinely collected during the MET call and recorded in a
separate data base for quality improvement initiatives and
audits. Data consists of patient characteristics, available
data on physiological parameters recorded in the 24 hours
pre-event and during event, parameters related to MET ac-
tivation and intervention and patient outcomes. For audit-
ing and clinical purposes, we use a simple severity scoring
system (Vital Sign Score [VSS]) based on the MET call-
ing criteria for heart rate, systolic blood pressure, respir-
atory rate, oxygen saturation and GCS; additionally peri-
pheral perfusion is assessed (capillary refill time of > three
seconds is considered abnormal). To calculate the VSS, the
occurrence of each of the six potential vital sign abnormal-
ities is considered as one VSS point, the VSS is defined as
the total sum of all VSS points at one point in time [17].
For study purposes, the hospital outcomes of patients with
MET calls were extracted from the hospital patient admin-
istration system. Additionally, information on the occur-
rence of cardiac arrest team calls within the MET perimeter
was extracted from the cardiac arrest event data base which
is operated by the Department of Anaesthesiology.

Statistical analysis
The data are presented as mean ± standard deviation or me-
dian and interquartile ranges (IQR) as appropriate. Com-
parisons of data in the strata of years during the study peri-
od were performed using Kruskal-Wallis test followed by
Dunn's Multiple Comparison Test. Comparison of outcome
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groups defined on the basis of hospital survival/non-sur-
vival was performed using the nonparametric Mann-Whit-
ney test or the Chi-square test, as appropriate. For survival
analyses, the data of the last MET call per hospital admis-
sion were included in the analysis for patients with several
MET calls. The predictive value of vital sign abnormalit-
ies pre-MET event and during event in relation to hospit-
al mortality was assessed by univariate and multivariate
logistic regression. Additionally, receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curves were constructed and the area under
the curve (AUC) was calculated to assess the capability of
VSS pre MET and during MET event to discriminate sur-
vivors from non-survivors. In all analyses a p-value of 0.05
or less was considered statistically significant. Statistical
analyses were performed using the software package SPSS
version 20.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Ethical approval and patient consent
The institutional review board (IRB) of the Canton of Bern
waived the need for IRB and patient consent due to the ret-
rospective and observational nature of the analysis of data
which were collected in conjunction with routine clinic-
al management. Nevertheless, all patients admitted to the
Bern University Hospital are routinely informed of their
right to specify whether data related to their stay can be
used in observational studies; data of patients who declined
were not included in the study.

Results

MET calls
A total of 1,628 MET calls in 1,317 patients (69% male)
occurred during the study period. 262 (19.9%) of 1,317
patients with MET calls during their hospital stay died.

Table 1: MET calling criteria used by the University Hospital Bern (Inselspital).

Airway
– Threatened airway – Necessity for intratracheal suctioning, insertion of oro- or nasopharyngeal tubes, intubation,

bronchoscopy

Breathing
– Respiratory rate
– Oxygen saturation:

– Respiratory rate <6/minute or >36/minute
– SaO2 <90% despite supplementary oxygen delivered by any means (nasal cannula, bag mask,
tracheostoma)

Circulation
– Blood pressure
– Heart rate
– Peripheral perfusion*

– Systolic blood pressure <90 mm Hg
– <40/minute or >140/minute
– Capillary refill time of >3 seconds

Neurology
– Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)
– Seizures

– GCS <13 or decrease by ≥2 points
– Repeated or prolonged (>5 minutes) seizures

Concern – Staff member is worried about the patient for any other reason

* Peripheral perfusion; not part of the MET calling criteria, used for calculation of Vital Sign Score (VSS) only.

Table 2: Patient characteristics.

Survivors
(N = 1055)

Non-survivors
(N = 262)

Significance p

Age 65.20 (IQR 53.6–75) 68.50 (IQR 58.6–77.1) 0.0008

Gender (male/female) 622/433 138/124 0.07

Time of MET call (day shift vs late/night shift) 318 (30%) vs 737 (70%) 100 (38%) vs 162 (62%) 0.014

Reason for MET call N (%) N (%) 0.010

– Concern 311 29.5 58 22.1

– Heart rate 80 7.6 15 5.7

– Low GCS 86 8.2 33 12.6

– Low oxygen saturation 237 22.5 69 26.3

– Respiratory rate 100 9.5 34 13.0

– Seizures 18 1.7

– Systolic BP <90 mm Hg 188 17.8 43 16.4

– Threatened airway 35 3.3 10 3.8

MET diagnosis N (%) N (%) 0.165

– Cardiovascular 223 21.1 44 16.8

– GI 50 4.7 9 3.4

– Infection 195 18.5 58 22.1

– Metabolic/drug related 69 6.5 15 5.7

– Neurologic 174 16.5 38 14.5

– Other 102 9.7 24 9.2

– Respiratory 192 18.2 52 19.8

– Shock 50 4.7 22 8.4

• Haemorrhagic
• Cardiac
• Septic

33
15
2

3.1
1.4
0.2

14
7
1

5.3
2.7
0.4
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Patient characteristics stratified by hospital survivors and
non-survivors are presented in table 2.
We did register a significant increase in MET calls from 20
± 9 calls per month in 2009 to 54 ±11 calls per month in
2013 (p <0.0001). This corresponds to an increase in MET
calls from 5.2 to 16.5 per 1000 hospital admissions. In the
same time period we observed a decrease in cardiac arrest
calls in the MET perimeter from 1.6 in 2008 to 0.8 per 1000
admissions in 2013 (p = 0.014) (fig. 1). 524 (32%) MET
calls occurred during the day shift (08.00–16.00 o’clock),
651 (40%) during the late shift (16.00–00.00 o’clock) and
453 (28%) during the night (00.00 to 08.00 o’clock). The
median time delay from the first occurrence of vital sign
abnormality to MET call was 8.7 hours (interquartile range
[IQR] 1.7 to 18.4 hours). This time delay did not change
during the study period (p = 0.445). The median time delay
from alarm to the arrival of the MET on scene was 5
minutes (IQR 5 to 10 minutes) and the median time on
scene was 25 minutes (IQR 15 to 30 minutes). In 801
(49%) MET calls the patient was stabilised on the original
ward, a transfer to the ICU or an intermediate care unit was
necessary in 647 (40%) and 180 (11%) cases respectively.
In non-survivors of hospital stay, the median time period

Figure 1

Incidence of MET calls and cardiac arrest calls per 1000
admissions during the study period.
During the study period an increase in MET calls from 20 ± 9 calls
per month in 2009 to 54 ±11 calls per month in 2013 occurred (p
<0.0001), corresponding to an increase in MET calls from 5.2 to
16.5 per 1000 hospital admissions. In the same time period we
observed a decrease in cardiac arrest calls in the MET perimeter
from 1.6 in 2008 (pre-MET) to 0.8 per 1000 admissions in 2013 (p =
0.014).

Figure 2

Number of vital sign parameters recorded during the 24 hours
before MET calls.
In a substantial number of MET calls vital sign measurements had
been performed only infrequently and incompletely in the
antecedent 24 hours before the MET event. In 83% of MET calls no
assessments of GCS and in 68% no assessment of respiratory rate

was recorded.

from arrival of the MET on scene to occurrence of death
was 53 hours (IQR 21 to 125 hours). During the study peri-
od 12 patients died while the MET was on scene. In 6 of
these events the cardiac arrest team was alerted, while in
3 patients, a DNR order was in place before the MET call.
In the remaining 3 patients resuscitation efforts were ter-
minated by the MET. In 151 (9%) MET calls the patient
had a “do not resuscitate” (DNR) order in place and in
41 (3%) calls the patient’s DNR status was changed to or
defined as DNR for the first time on the initiative of the
MET. Univariate logistic regression analysis revealed no
correlation between the delay in time from the first occur-
rence of vital sign instability to MET alarm or the delay in
time from MET alarm to the arrival of the team on scene to
hospital mortality. All single vital sign parameters recorded
during the MET call had a significant correlation to hospit-
al mortality in the univariate analysis (table 3). The VSS
as assessed by the MET was a significant predictor of out-
come (AUROC 0.63; p <0.0001).
Multivariate logistic regression revealed the parameters
“respiratory rate” and “GCS” to be independent predictors
of survival (table 4).

Antecedents to MET calls
The number of recorded vital signs as antecedents to MET
calls varied considerably. The percentage of patients who
had three or less measurements of vital sign parameters be-
fore the MET event was 53% for systolic blood pressure
and heart rate, 56% for oxygen saturation, 87% for respirat-
ory rate and 93% for GCS, respectively. In 14% of all MET
calls, no vital sign parameters had been recorded in the
twenty-four hours pre MET event in the patient’s charts.
Figure 2 shows the frequency of recorded different vital
sign parameters expressed as percentage of MET calls. In a
univariate logistic regression analysis of single vital signs
and VSS pre MET, the parameters heart rate and maximal
VSS showed a significant correlation to hospital mortality
(table 5). The maximal VSS in the time period of 24 hours
before the MET event was a significant predictor of out-
come (AUROC 0.62; p <0.0001).

Discussion

Based on the data from this retrospective cohort study on
antecedents, patient characteristics, process parameters and
patient outcomes of MET calls, a number of conclusions
can be made.
Our experience indicates that at-risk patients can be iden-
tified by the established single vital sign criteria and that
the reported VSS using a combination of these parameters
represents a simple but significant predictor of mortality in
patients assessed by the MET. At the time of the MET in-
tervention, all assessed single vital sign parameters and the
calculated VSS showed a significant correlation to hospit-
al outcome in the univariate analysis, whereas a number
of single parameter lost prognostic significance in the mul-
tivariate analysis. This result is consistent with previous
studies on the prognostic significance of vital signs in ward
patients and in other cohorts such as emergency department
or ICU admissions [6, 17, 18]. The analysis of physiolo-
gical parameters recorded in the lead up to the MET in-
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tervention revealed VSS but not the single vital sign ab-
normalities to be of prognostic significance. The potential
benefits of using a triggering system based on physiolo-
gical criteria can only be realised if these parameters are
routinely measured. Our data suggests that vital sign para-
meters were often assessed infrequently and incompletely
in a proportion of patients prior to MET events. Addition-
ally, we registered a substantial time delay between the first
recording of occurrence of vital sign instability and the sub-
sequent MET call. These factors could lead to a low sensit-
ivity of the triggering system, as reflected by our data, and
may result in a number of patients who require intervention
to be missed [19]. The cohort of patients evaluated by the
MET did have a relatively high hospital mortality of nearly
20%. We do not have data to establish the mortality of ward
patients in whom abnormal vital signs did develop but for
whom the MET was not alerted and data from other studies
is scarce. Buist et al reported a comparable 26% in-hospit-
al mortality rate in a cohort of ward patients with abnormal
vital sign parameters in whom the frequency of abnormal
clinical observations was prospectively collected [6].
The MET system offers a simple and rapid way to assess
and treat at-risk patients with reasonable resource use. The
reaction time of the MET was within the predefined time
limit of ten minutes and the time on scene was below

30 minutes in the majority of calls. The majority of calls
occurred after hours, thus requiring the MET to be fully
staffed at any time of the day. The point must be made,
however, that the resource use of a RRS is not solely de-
termined by the time expenditure of the efferent limb of the
system. The establishment and maintenance of the neces-
sary organisational and administrative structures, the train-
ing of the team members and the on-going education of
hospital staff has to be taken into account as well. The total
resource use by the RRS must be weighed against the fact
that nearly half of the patients in our cohort were stabilised
on the original ward, thus not requiring any ICU or IMC
resources for their further care.
To date, the effectiveness of RRS to improve patient out-
comes remains a controversial matter. Studies have been
limited, were not always adequately powered and have re-
ported mixed results [20]. In the only multi-centre, cluster
randomised study on the implementation of a RRS, invest-
igators randomly assigned 12 hospitals to MET implement-
ation and 11 to continued standard care including the on-go-
ing use of established cardiac arrest teams [21]. The study
failed to show a positive effect of the RRS on the occurrence
of cardiac arrests, ICU admissions, or unexpected deaths
when compared with the control hospitals; although primary
outcomes significantly improved in both arms of the study.

Table 3: Results of univariate logistic regression analysis of operational time delays and single vital sign parameters as recorded by the MET in relation to hospital
mortality.

95% CI of OR
Significance (p) OR Lower value Upper value

Time delay from MET alarm to MET arrival on scene 0.828 1.001 0.992 1.010

Time delay from occurrence of First vital sign instability and MET alarm 0.643 1.004 0.986 1.024

VSS recorded by MET <0.0001 1.606 1.411 1.827

– Peripheral perfusion <0.0001 1.947 1.366 2.775

– BP systolic <0.0001 0.992 0.988 0.996

– Heart rate 0.003 1.008 1.003 1.013

– Respiratory rate <0.0001 1.035 1.020 1.051

– GCS <0.0001 0.882 0.842 0.923

– Oxygen saturation <0.0001 0.968 0.953 0.984

– Threatened airway <0.0001 2.118 1.388 3.232

Table 4: Results of multivariate logistic regression analysis of single vital sign parameters recorded by the MET in relation to hospital mortality.

95% CI of OROR
Lower value Upper value Significance (p)

Peripheral perfusion 1.492 0.981 2.269 0.062

BP systolic 0.994 0.982 1.005 0.282

Heart rate 1.002 0.995 1.010 0.565

Respiratory rate 1.043 1.019 1.068 <0.0001

GCS 0.886 0.820 0.958 0.002

Oxygen saturation 0.978 0.953 1.003 0.082

Threatened airway 1.280 0.670 2.447 0.455

Table 5: Results of univariate logistic regression of single vital sign parameters occurring in the 24h before MET call in correlation to hospital outcome.

95% CI of OROR
Lower value Upper value

Significance p

Peripheral perfusion 0.803 0.231 2.795 0.730

BP systolic 0.995 0.989 1.000 0.068

Heart rate 1.008 1.003 1.013 0.001

Respiratory rate 1.000 0.999 1.001 0.720

GCS 0.935 0.830 1.053 0.268

Oxygen saturation 0.994 0.981 1.007 0.335

Maximal VSS 1.781 1.489 2.131 <0.0001
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However, in a post hoc analysis, the authors reported that
nearly half of the cardiac arrest calls in the control hospital
were not associated with a cardiac arrest but with a less
severe or “early” deterioration of the patient, thus resulting
in a “MET-like” intervention. Additionally, in hospitals with
MET implementation, a substantial proportion of patients
with documented MET criteria were not subsequently as-
sessed by the MET [22]. Studies assessing the effects of
complex interventions like the introduction of a RRS in
the open and evolving hospital environment are notoriously
challenging to conduct. It is conceivable that the scarcity of
evidence supporting a positive effect of RRS also reflects the
difficulties in the design and execution of such trials. Never-
theless, the assumption that the introduction of a RSS can
improve relevant patient outcomes seems inherently logical
and is supported by two recent meta-analyses [23, 24].
Since the introduction of the Inselspital MET in 2009, we
observed a steady increase in the monthly number of MET
calls coinciding with a decrease in cardiac arrest calls on
hospital wards. A progressive increase in MET utilisation
and concurring decrease in cardiac arrests in the first years
after introduction of RRS has been reported by other au-
thors [25, 26]. Jones et al introduced the concept of “MET
dose” by establishing that hospitals with higher MET util-
isation rates per 1000 admissions are more likely to report
improved patient outcomes after introducing a RRS [27].
Based on our data, we cannot conclude that the introduc-
tion of the MET system in our hospital has contributed to
the decrease in cardiac arrests. It may well represent an as-
sociation rather than evidence of causation. Mechanisms by
which the MET may have had a positive effect on outcome
include – aside from stabilisation of deteriorating patients
who would have proceeded to cardiac arrest without MET
intervention – improved education of ward staff, more spe-
cific DNR designations and therefore improved decision
making in the context of end-of-life care.
Whereas RRSs have been introduced in many hospitals of
different sizes and care levels internationally, this has not
taken place on a large scale in Switzerland. On a tertiary
care level, only the University Hospital of Basel operates a
Rapid Response Team staffed by ICU and anaesthesia per-
sonnel for in-hospital resuscitation [28]. This team is sim-
ilar to the efferent limb of our RRS. However, it mainly at-
tends to immediately life-threatening conditions, including
cardiac arrests, which are specifically not the focus of MET
interventions at our institution. An important principle un-
derlying RRSs is that early intervention can improve pa-
tient outcomes. Thus the system’s afferent limb – designed
to identify clinical deterioration in patients and trigger a re-
sponse – is a key factor to ensure the RSS effectiveness. We
believe that this component of a RRS could be introduced
in other Swiss hospitals even within the constraints of lim-
ited resources. The MET itself requires 24 hour in-hospital
presence of health care professionals who are competent to
assess and treat critically ill patients. Our ICU’s policy to
operate with around the clock coverage by trained intens-
ivists enabled us to implement the MET without structur-
al changes to operational ICU staffing. In hospitals without
24 hour intensivist coverage, alternative models such as
nurse-led METs or staffing with experienced specialist re-
gistrars could be considered [29, 30].

The main limitations of our study are related to the single-
centre design and the need to retrospectively extract data
from patient records. Our hospital serves as a primary care
centre for a large urban area as well as a tertiary care
centre for specialised evaluation and treatment of a popu-
lation of approximately 1.5 million. With regard to struc-
ture and organisation, our institution is comparable to other
university hospitals in Switzerland, thus our results might
have implications for planning of RRS in other hospitals.
Inter-observer variation in the accuracy of measuring vital
sign parameters pre and during MET events or changes
of such practice during the study period was not assessed.
Determination of inter-observer variation of all the in-
volved health care professionals would not have been pos-
sible for logistical reasons. All collected data consist of
established vital sign assessments which were already im-
plemented in the clinical routine. Most data originated from
automatic monitoring systems. Therefore, we do not expect
a significant bias from high inter-observer variation.
Assessing the impact of a RRS on resource use and hospital
mortality of all hospital admissions or in subgroups such as
ICU patients before and after the introduction of the MET
was not part of the study at hand. During the study peri-
od more than 140,000 and 22,000 patients were admitted to
the hospital and to the ICU respectively, compared to 1628
MET calls in 1,317 patients. Given the very small propor-
tion of patients with a MET intervention, it seems very un-
likely that a difference in resource use or hospital mortalit-
ies could be established using a before – after study design.
Conclusion: Patients at risk for an unfavourable outcome
can be identified using established criteria used in the con-
text of a RRS. These patients can be assessed rapidly and
with reasonable resource use by MET members who are fa-
miliar with the treatment of critically ill patients. The in-
troduction of a RRS is associated with a number of logist-
ical, organisational and medical challenges and the support
of senior medical and nursing personnel is crucial. The key
points for improvement, based on our experience, are to pro-
mote regular assessments of ward patients for signs of de-
terioration and to encourage early activation of the MET.
The barriers to the successful use of the MET can only be
overcome by continuous information and education of all
health care professionals involved in the care of at-risk pa-
tients.
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Figures (large format)

Figure 1

Incidence of MET calls and cardiac arrest calls per 1000 admissions during the study period.
During the study period an increase in MET calls from 20 ± 9 calls per month in 2009 to 54 ±11 calls per month in 2013 occurred (p <0.0001),
corresponding to an increase in MET calls from 5.2 to 16.5 per 1000 hospital admissions. In the same time period we observed a decrease in
cardiac arrest calls in the MET perimeter from 1.6 in 2008 (pre-MET) to 0.8 per 1000 admissions in 2013 (p = 0.014).

Figure 2

Number of vital sign parameters recorded during the 24 hours before MET calls.
In a substantial number of MET calls vital sign measurements had been performed only infrequently and incompletely in the antecedent 24

hours before the MET event. In 83% of MET calls no assessments of GCS and in 68% no assessment of respiratory rate was recorded.
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